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Summary of events for 2016
by Gwen Bailey
Another great year for Puppy School! The
Erron Russell &
new PS central booking system was designed
Andrew Mogford
and implemented, enabling tutors to log in
(Kandy
Solutions)
and take payments from customers in an
efficient and professional way. This, in turn, who built our new
allowed us to make the most of the incredible central booking
Natures Menu sponsorship so that every
system
puppy owner who books into our classes
could receive a copy of our new Puppy School
Manual through the post.
bookings via a link on tutor’s own websites.
We hope to have this available early in 2017,
The central booking system has been a
together with a comprehensive package of
great leap forward for us, cutting down
automatic reports which will allow us at Head
administration for everyone and allowing our
Office easily keep track of system bookings
clients to make immediate payments online
using debit and credit cards. When this went and class activity.
live in April, there was much relief all round
Collaboration with like-minded company
as the process was unbelievably complicated
Natures Menu has given us the sponsorship
at first, requiring many painstaking hours
we needed this year to post our new Puppy
developing, checking and then working
School Manual out to every customer.
through teething problems, but we got there
Owners also receive good advice on natural
in the end.
healthy feeding and a packet of Natures
Menu treats to try. The PS Manual contains
We are now working with the creators of
all the handout sheets we used to have to
the system, Kandy Solutions, to develop
print ready to
the system further to allow direct automatic
give out at the
end of lessons
and so saves a
lot of printing
by tutors, as
well as looking
much more
professional.
In addition,
free treats for
tutors to give
away and use,
and vouchers
for £15 worth of free food with a redeeming
value of £5 to the tutor, can made a big
difference to owner’s experience with us and
class profit. We are very grateful to Natures
Menu for this collaboration and we hope they
are continuing to sell good quality, healthy
food to lots of the puppies that have been
through our classes as a result.
In June, we ran the most successful PS
Conference so far in the Forest of Dean with
60 tutors and assistants attending with 20
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partners, 20 children, 1 baby and 60 dogs!
We had many brilliant speakers
and a lot of really interesting
practical sessions where dogs
could stretch their legs and use
their brains. Keeping these
conferences exclusive to Puppy
School members allows us all to
learn and bond in peace without
outside influences, keeping the PS
family strong and cohesive. The
venue was perfect, apart from
the acoustics, and of sufficient
size to allow us to take it over
and to allow many people to stay
over on site. We’ll be going there
again when we hold our next PS
Conference in 2018.
Amelia Luscombe, aged 11
years, daughter of our PS tutor
and Regional Manager, Claire
Luscombe (Devon), and their Border Collie,

Amelia and Claire Lucombe with Doughnut

Doughnut, won our first ever PS Tutor’s
Child Trick Training competition. Their lovely
winning video can be seen here:
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=Yro8MBEDYIg&feature=youtu.be

Puppy School Conference in June in Forest of Dean

The Puppy School website shop needed
new up-to-date software and an overhaul
so we completely re-made it from scratch,
adding a new tutors section with a private
log-in section of goods just for them that
are hidden from the public. We also added
new photos of all PS uniform, together with
accurate chest and back measurements of all
garments to avoid mistakes on sizing when
sending.
In addition, we released an ‘PS Assistant
training information pack’ to all tutors to
make the most of those helping out at our
classes and to give guidelines for bringing
them into the tutor training courses, we held
a photo shoot with PS tutor Tessa Smith, and
several other PS tutors who were willing to be
models, to gather images for our new Tutor
Vacancies pages soon to be launched, we ran
another PS Annual Survey to canvas views of
our members, and work has continued on our
entry application for the Animal Behaviour
and Training Council.

Puppy School Conference - Kym Lyddon’s brilliant trick training materclass
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made the changes and for your friendly
and professional participation in the
conference and courses. And a very
big thank you to Rachel Butler and Gail
Hutchman, without whom we would not
have achieved so much.

Puppy training demo at DogFest in June

Sunday’s team for the puppy training demo at
National Pet Show in November
We gave a total of 6 demonstrations of
positive puppy training at both National Pet
Shows (London in May, NEC in November)
and DogFest, Windsor with 6-8 puppies
and their owners at a time. Thank you to
all tutors who helped train these puppies/
owners, who were fantastic, and those who
helped out at the shows. Also a big thank
you to Lauren Watts for organizing them all.
So a busy year that has taken Puppy School
forward in a big leap. Thank you to all in
Puppy School for your patience while we

Puppy
meets
child-goblin
at Dogfest
in June

Puppy training demo at National Pet Show , London in May

Rained off and huddling in the tent at
Saturday’s DogFest waiting for sun!
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Key Puppy School Statistics for 2016
Tutor Numbers

At the end of the year, Puppy School
comprised 85 tutors and 21 assistants, and
28 new tutors/assistants still completing
training.

•
•
•
•
•

Robyn Atkinson
Vicky Fitch-Taylor
Gemma Krzesinska
Katie Van Zyl
Nicola Nevers

New Tutors and Assistants

These new tutors and assistants trained
with us and received their certificates during
2016:
• Alex Smith
• Amanda Blatch
• Andrea Phillips
• Sue Price
• Hannah Liebeskind
• Jacki Tinning
• Jo Otton
• Joy Matthews
• Kevin Rice
• Leah Carey
• Maria Bull
• Carol Carruth
• Michelle Dymond
• Ruth Morris
• Tanya Bean
• Tom Fitch-Taylor
• Siobhan Harvey
• Michelle Underwood
• Sarah Smith
• Claire McRae
• Claire Hordle
• Sue Thane
• Hayley Cornick
• Mhairi Carruth

Spring New Tutors Course
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Puppy Numbers

The number of puppies going through our
Puppy School was 6432 in 2016, which
means we are now training over 500 puppies
every month. That brings the total number of
puppies that have passed through the hands
of our Puppy School tutors during the 14
years that we have been running to 48,626!
In our first year of tutors running the new
Puppy University course, we registered 162
older puppies.

We should all be extremely proud of the
difference we are making to the families and
puppies who benefit from our work.

Top Tutors
Within our very hard working Puppy Schools
are several tutors who stand out for training
the most puppies/owners in 2016. They are:
1. Rachel Butler and the Happy Dog team 		
		222 puppies trained
2. Delia Graham
		221 puppies
3. Kris Glover and the Pets in Practise team 		
		213 puppies
4. Catherine Ogden
		184 puppies
5. Louise Taylor
		168 puppies
A special mention should go to Alex Smith
who only started classes in Febuary this year
and who has already registered over 100
puppies.
Well done to all of you for making such a
big difference to puppies and owners in your
areas.

Autumn New Tutors Course

Puppy School
courses and
conferences
2016 was a bumper year for taking on new
Puppy School tutors and assistants. Twenty
new trainees attended the Spring course (10
new full tutors and 10 assistants). Since
this was the first course Catherine Ogden
had taught with me, she was thrown in at
the deep end, but coped admirably as was
expected from someone so experienced at
teaching. Our Autumn course had 18 new
trainees (8 full tutors and 10 assistants).
Welcome, all of you, to the PS family – its
good to have you with us!
We ran two behaviour courses for tutors this
year, Parts 1 & 2, attended by 18 tutors each
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time. This year we successfully ran problem
sessions with real owners and their puppies
in class.
Two Puppy University courses, in February
and September, for 10 tutors each time,
ran successfully at Cheltenham Animal

Puppy School Behaviour 1 Course
Shelters, and later in the year, we ran our
first two 3-day practical sessions for a total
of 20 new tutors. These proved very useful
to participants and we will be continuing with
them next year. As with previous courses,

Three wise monkeys at the
Puppy University course

Kim Hawley and Vicky Fitch Taylor at the Puppy
University Course

Wonderful
training
facilities, and
sunshine, at
Cheltenham
Animal
Shelters
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Puppy School Behaviour 2 Course
the rescue dogs benefit from our work
there and the changes in their behaviour is
incredible. It’s as if they breath a sigh of
relief that they have a sense of normality and
fair treatment in their lives, but it is oh so
hard to leave them when our time is up.
We hope that by giving a free place to a
member of their staff
each time, our positive
techniques will be used
to help other dogs within
the shelter, and for the
dogs we have worked
with, we hope that the
training we gave them
will help them find, and
stay in, their forever
homes.

CAS Animal Welfare Manager, Karen Ethier, and
Paula Topping on the Puppy University course
at Chetlenahm Animal Shelters

Second Annual
Survey Report
2016
We ran our second annual survey during
the Summer of 2016 and were pleased to
get a high number of responses from tutors
and assistants. Here is a summary of the
responses that we received:

Puppy School conference and
events

Over 60% of those who responded had
attended the conference and, of these, 96%
scored it as either 4/5 or 5/5. 100% of
people were happy with the venue and the
catering, with particular praise being given
to the Greek buffet! There were some small
issues concerning the on-site accommodation
as well as the acoustics in the main hall, and
we will try to address these if we use the
venue again in the future.
There is still considerable interest in running
more regional training and social events and
this is something that we hope to address
during 2017. We received a long list of
suggestions for the content of future training
workshops including the management of
puppy play, dog first aid and marketing/
business development.

The Centralised Booking System
(CBS)
81% of those who responded are using the
new CBS with over 60% of those finding it
an improvement compared the old system.
Tutors are keen for the CBS to be able to do
additional things for them, with ‘being able
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to archive old records’ the top of the list,
followed by ‘being able to book in clients
automatically’. We are working on these
developments at present and some have
already been completed.

Natures Menu collaboration

The majority of our tutors are taking
advantage of the fantastic agreement that
we have with Natures Menu – over 90% of
people feel that it is beneficial, with 63%
feeling that the Puppy School Manual is the
most beneficial aspect of the relationship.

Being a part of Puppy School

95% of respondents feel that they are able to
get help from Head Office when needed.
The downsides of being a part of Puppy
School included the distance to travel to
events, not seeing enough of other tutors,
waiting too long for behaviour courses and,
most commonly – nothing!!
The list of the best things about being part of
Puppy School was long and varied, with the
most popular responses being; support from
other tutors, support from the central team,
being part of a community, the UK wide
brand, the behaviour courses, the tried and
tested class structure and the reputation.
Development ideas that were captured
from the survey include a Puppy University
Manual, short courses for tutors to sell to
clients on topics such as recall and loose lead
walking, more levels after Puppy University,
more development for long serving tutors
and accreditation of PS training courses. We
will look at these ideas in more detail as we
plan our work for 2017 and beyond.

Puppy University Course in September

The future of Puppy School

The four most popular things that tutors and
assistants feel would most benefit Puppy
School are:
•

Accreditation of Puppy School courses
(88%)

•

Membership of ABTC (86%)

•

Increase in national publicity (68%)

•

Videos of all training to be made
available for tutors (66%)

We are pleased
to advise that
we are making
good progress in
all four of these
areas and hope
to be able to
deliver in 2017/8.
Tutors and assistants really like the idea of
internal training videos being made available,
with the most popular option being demos of
each PS exercise being taught to puppies with
differing personalities (87%).

The idea of running a video
competition

This proved to be popular, with ‘tricks to
music for puppies under 6 months old’
proving to be the most popular theme (32%).
Over 75% of respondents would like to see
the ‘child of a PS tutor’ continue, even though
some don’t have a child.
Finally, we asked for any additional comments
about life as a Puppy School tutor and here
are a few of the responses:
“Happy!”
“I am as proud to wear my Puppy School
t-shirt now as I was 10 years ago”
“Thank you and keep up the fantastic
work”
“I have only run classes for nine months
but I am so proud to be a tutor”
“I am excited about the recent progression
that Puppy School is making – I was
worried about the rise in competition but
it really feels like it is going places”.
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PS Dates for your
diary: 2017
10-12 February					
		Woof!Conference
1-3 March		
PS Behaviour Course 1
9-12 March		
(Crufts)
24-26 March		
Part 1 Spring New Tutors Course
5-7 April		
PS Behaviour Course 3
28-30 April		
Part 2 Spring New Tutors Course
6-7 May		
National Pet Show London
(PS demo team)
13-14 May		
Chirag Patel Weekend Workshop
at Guiting Power
13-15 June		
Practical Handling Course at CAS
17-18 June 		
Dogfest North (PS demo team)
23-25 June		
IMDT Conference
(Gwen presenting)
24-25 June 		
Dogfest South (PS demo team)?
1-3 September		
Part 1 Autumn New Tutors Course
11-15 September
Puppy University Training Course
16-17 September
Kim Lyddon Weekend
6-8 October		
Part 2 Autumn New Tutors Course
18-20 October
PS Behaviour Course 2
25-27 October		
PS Behaviour Course 4
4-5 November		
National Pet Show
(PS demo team)
7-9 November		
Practical Handling Course at CAS

2016 Highlights
From Our Tutors
From Jacki Clifford:
“The highlight of my year has to be the
rehoming of the beautiful GSD Tia. After a
tormented abusive start to her young life,
luckily her owner contacted us as she needed
help with “training
her”. Over a
number of months
and working
closely with the
owner and Tia and
carefully planting
thoughts, the
owner decided it
would be a good
idea to re-home
Tia. Operation
Team Rachel and
Jacki came into
play and we found
the most perfect
home for Tia.
It really couldn’t have worked out any better.
I am in regular contact with Tia’s new owners
and a very close friend of the new owners is
an APDT reward based dog behaviourist and
also runs classes, so Tia really has landed on
her feet. You can now enjoy your new life
Tia without the fear of being hit across the
face and back with your lead amongst other

Tia (top right) and her new family
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things because you were under socialised as
a puppy to the environment around you.”

From Lauren Watts:

“Over the last year or so, you may have had
an email from me about the Puppy School
Positive Training demonstrations in London,
Birmingham and Windsor. I have been
helping out Gwen by doing some extra work
for her since last October, and rather than
just standard administrative work, I have
been tasked with helping with a variety of
things. This includes helping with the new
tutor vacancies pages and recruiting the
puppies for the demos at pet shows across
the country (hence the emails chasing you for
puppies!)
It is really important that we get the Puppy
School name out there as much as possible,
and these demonstrations really help in
raising awareness. I think it gives owners the
chance to show off their puppy’s training, and
makes them feel really happy and involved
with us as Puppy School tutors. I had a
couple of owners volunteer to do the London
Pet Show, and they - along with the puppies absolutely loved it. It is great to have puppies
representing the training you have been
doing with them, and tutors who volunteer
seem to enjoy helping too! I wanted to say
thank you so much for those that help with
volunteering at the demos, and for sending
over pups for me to recruit. I’m looking
forward to organising the next one!”

had a tough couple of years. She was one of
only three puppies who survived their mother
turning on them. She was hand reared and
was offered to the Police as a potential police
dog. I have only had her for five weeks but
we have bonded so well. In the last week
I thought I was going to lose her as she
became quite poorly. She is a fighter and
after being diagnosed with a B12 deficiency
amongst other things and being treated by
our vet is getting stronger. She was able to
start her General Purpose Police Dog training
this week.

From Sandie Dallow:

“As you may know the last two years have
been rather traumatic with the loss of my
brother and then an horrendous time at
work which saw me signed off for four and a
half months with depression. Bill and Puppy
School are what kept me going. I would like
to say a big thank you to Gwen for listening
to me and giving me words of advice and
comfort when things were tough. Also a big
thank you to Rachel Butler for letting me train
my two Schnoodles at every available course
to keep my mind off things and to Jacki
Clifford for making me laugh and looking
after me and Bill when we did our respective
Puppy University Courses.
I am pleased to announce that I am now back
with a potential Police Dog, she is a 22 month
old Malinois/GSD called Hope. She too has
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Hopefully by Christmas I will be back on the
streets of West Mercia and Warwickshire with
a Licenced Police Dog.”

From Robyn Atkinson:

I got into Puppy School by watching classes
local to me every week. I learnt so much

from just watching
and, when the
time was right,
I wanted to be
more involved.
I was lucky to be
offered a Puppy
School Assistant’s
position with
Jenny Green, who
was running my
local classes.
The Puppy
School Tutor Training was brilliant and
comprehensive in how to teach puppy classes
but also how to properly run a business. It
was great to meet people like myself who
were just starting out on their training
careers and share our experiences. The
instructors were enthusiastic and made a
week’s worth of learning breeze by.
Completing my correspondence course was
a delight - an excuse to play with more dogs
and pups! I believe that it is so important
to have both the technical knowledge
and practical skills before embarking on
something like this. The training and
coursework definitely helped prepare me for
what to expect from my classes.
Now that I am teaching the course, I am very
happy and enjoying what I do. It’s lovely to
be a part of young pups lives and give them
and their owners support and guidance.
I have and I still am thoroughly enjoying my
Puppy School experience and I think that
makes all the difference to my customers too.

From Susan McKeon:

I gave a talk at the Puppy School conference
all about motivating those hard to motivate
breeds (such as sighthounds). Thanks
to Sherlock, my Saluki, I have first hand
experience of this (for those who were at the
conference, you may remember the plethora
of reinforcers that I emptied onto the floor
- all of which I’d used for motivating and
rewarding him in puppy classes.)
Together with Ava, my greyhound, I became
an accredited handler with Talking Dogs
Scentwork®, making Ava the first-ever
greyhound to achieve this status. I also

landed my ‘dream job’ - a part time role with
the Forever Hounds Trust - working as their
Post Homing Support Coordinator, dealing
with any behaviour issues experienced by
fosterers and adopters of greyhounds and
lurchers.
I also put my love of writing and dogs to
good use, writing several articles for the
Retired Greyhound Trust’s Homer magazine,
continued to answer readers questions for
Companion Dog World, and in November
became an official blogger for the Pet
Professional Guild.

From Sharron Byarrd:

“We started off the year at Puppy School
Atherstone with a visit from Pets as Therapy
who came to talk to our owners about what
it takes for a dog to become a registered PAT
dog.
In July, we continued with our charity work
as we sent off our half-yearly cheque to Irish
Setter Rescue for £298.73, raised through
donations for boxes of eggs from my chickens
and for the new fleecy tuggies that we’ve
started to sell in class. Our Christmas special
this year is festive bandanas which I have
purchased as my donation to the rescue and
the proceeds of selling them to owners are
all donated too. The second cheque of the
year will be sent off at Christmas - and we’re
already hopeful it will be bigger than last
time.
Both of my show Irish Setters have qualified
again for Crufts 2017 - they have been
particularly well travelled this year, not
content with showing in England and Wales,
they have also competed in Belfast and
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Brussels at
the European
Dog Show!
I have
completed my
qualifications
to become a
Kennel Club
approved dog
show judge
and have
been invited
to judge Irish
Setters at a
show in May
2017.
We were
again asked
to host a fun dog show at the village fete
(where our classes are held) and funds raised
were higher than ever this year. We have
already been asked to host a show at next
year’s fete. We had over 80 entries across
our 10 classes which included waggiest tail,
best trick and musical sits. All dogs were
beautifully behaved and a fun day was had by
all.
I was very honoured to be asked to speak to
other Puppy School tutors at our conference
about dog showing - and to host a fun dog
show for the tutor’s dogs too!
At Puppy School Atherstone we continue to
offer a minimum of 2 Puppy School and 2
of our Junior School classes each week and
our follow-on courses - Pick ‘n’ Mix which
combine fun dog activities such as scentwork,
heelwork to music and agility continue to be
extremely popular.
As if I’m not busy
enough, we are also
hoping to have a new
addition to our canine
family when Phen - our
next Irish Setter pup
destined for the show
ring will join us from
Belgium - hopefully in
time for Christmas!
Roll on 2017! Phew!
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From Katie
Van Zyl:

Some people
might remember
Faela from the PS
conference when
she was wee.
I got her after
falling in love
whilst using her
litter for my PS
Correspondence
Course.
She’s completed
two Puppy School
courses (one with
Faye and one with
Nicole Harris) and
is now 6 months
old!

The new Practical Courses at
Cheltenham Animal Shelters
Since Puppy School began, tutors have been
asking for practical handling courses and we
have wanted to provide these for a long time.
Thanks to our good associations with Cheltenham Animals Shelters, we are finally in a
position to offer them.
In June, 11 Puppy School tutors and assistants spent three days taking part in our first
ever Practical Course, giving them the opportunity to refine and improve practical handling, training and coaching skills.
We worked with a challenging set of dogs but
they proved to be amazing teachers despite
their quirks and individual issues. From
enthusiastic, larger than life Staffie, Ed, to
gentle and sensitive Whippet, Jasmine, the
dogs provided us with incredible opportunities
to watch, observe and learn whilst blessing
us with the chance to help them change for
the better.
As well as working with the dogs, the course
attendees got chance to have a go at some
peer to peer teaching – a daunting prospect
for even the most seasoned professional!
Everyone
took on this
challenge
with gusto and the
standard
of teaching
was really
high. We
are pleased
to be able
to repeat
the course

‘All they
need is
love’ and
some basic
training!

Sue Thane in ‘teacher’ mode for a moment
twice a year moving forwards – it is aimed at
new tutors and those in training, but is available to all, so if it would be of benefit to you,
please contact Rachel to check for places.

From Sue Thane:

“A very brief overview of my experience of
the course:
Challenging
a) emotionally, initially I was overwhelmed by
sadness due to the environment (rescue centre) However, during the course my perspective changed when I realised what an amazing Rescue Centre we were working in - they
really look after the dogs well there, and the
staff seem very caring towards the dogs.
b) practically, handling different breeds of
dogs which had very little, or no previous
training, is very different from training a puppy which is pretty much a blank canvas and
hasn't learned too many unwanted behaviours.
c) physically, some of the dogs were pretty
full on and had no manners. I had aching
shoulders!!
d)personally, there are always personal challenges when working in groups but I feel like
I grow a bit more in self/other awareness on
every course. Whatever knowledge/expertise
we have it is important to remember that we
are all unique individuals and we can all learn
something from each other, no matter what
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age we are, or how much previous experience
we have.
Educational
What I learned was:
a) how important it is to understand the body
language/appeasement signals and to tread
very carefully when handling strange dogs.
b) how to recognise when a dog is shut down.
One dog I worked with appeared to be perfectly behaved and calm but was actually
completely shut down. It took until the last
day for him to relax enough to play with a toy
in the paddock!
c) the importance of getting to know the
dog, not based on facts about his breed/past
etc, but by allowing time and space to get to
know each other, and building a relationship
based on mutual trust and acceptance.
d)how to teach a dog to play safely. Playing
needs to be carefully done; some dogs are
very grabby and can grab an arm or leg by
mistake, instead of the toy.
e) taking care of the dog in a way that he
learns to trust that you are a good 'leader'
whom he is happy to follow and work with
(there are lots of reactive dogs in the kennels so being mindful of the environment and
avoiding stressful situations will let the dog
know he can trust you to look after him and
keep him safe).
f) gaining new skills and being able to use
them with my own dogs or in class is invaluable. Big thanks go to all the challenging
dogs, they are our best teachers!
Fun
Every course I go on I meet new people, get
taught by brilliant tutors and there is always
a fun element as well as the serious work we
do. The venue is brilliant and the food is fab
and plentiful!
Seeing the improvement in the dogs and
knowing that we may have given them a better chance of being rehomed (who can resist
a dog who gives
you his paw?)
leaves me with
a great sense of
satisfaction.
The tutors are
excellent not only
in the way they
share their vast
expanse of knowledge with us,
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but also how they treat us with respect and
acceptance. There is never an "us and them"
dynamic. Everyone is treated as an individual and given huge amounts of support and
encouragement!
Being part of Puppy School is a dream come
true for me!”

From Gareth Heward:

“Being able to start to understand the whole
new approach with rescue dogs and to see
how massively they can change in three days
is amazing. New homes will be just around
the corner! The one and only bad bit about
this course... Having to leave on day three!”

From Sarah Smith:

“As a qualified assistant who had run a few
classes, I found this course a really good
refresher. It helped to confirm that what I
had been doing in lessons when teaching was
good & correct (mostly). I also learnt a couple of new techniques that were really useful
- learning how Gwen would do these exercises & the reasons behind making the subtle
changes was really enlightening & challenged
my thinking further.
I also really valued the opportunity to practise my use of the longline, as this is something I have had very little opportunity to
practise previously. Working with the shelter
dogs was a huge wake up call; I tend to see
the good in every animal & forget that they
may have issues that they haven’t displayed
yet, or that most probably, I haven’t noticed
- so very positive to work with them & watch
for this. We were very lucky to have some
puppies to practise on too.”

From Tammy Dwight:

“A magnificent 3 day course learning both
theory and essential hands on practice.
Well thought out interactive course allowing
you to watch and learn, ask questions then
try yourself - breaking down the skills to suit
the relevant dog and their needs. Believe me
they were amazing dogs to work with and
it turned out to be quite an emotive week
and a truly rewarding experience being with
passionate like-minded people who have the
dogs interest at heart.
The experience will always be with me and
stand me in good stead for my future.”

My 2016 by Gwen Bailey,

Founder and Director of Puppy School
In February,
Countryfile
magazine
published a
little piece
I’d written on
breeds which
contained the
PS website
details. Also
in February,
I adopted
Inky the cat
from Cheltenham Animal
Shelter. I’ve
owned a cat
before but I’d
forgotten how
you have to not worry where they are all the
time and it took me a few heart-stopping absences before I learned to relax and trust him
to come home eventually. He is a lovely cat
– in the morning when I’m sitting at my desk
having not seen him all night, he will come in
through the cat flap and chirrup to me (prrrrrtt!) as he walks past my office door on the
way to his food.
In March, I lost my old racehorse, Treasure,
who was a companion to my riding horse,
Zac. At 29, he’d lived a good long life but it
is hard to lose such a big furry friend. Zac
was really upset too so I adopted Marni, an
11 year old mare with a damaged leg which
prevents her from being ridden, from Horse
World in Bristol. I’ve had Zac for 18 years
now and he’s been the perfect little horse.
At 24, we won’t have too many riding years

left but, for now, he’s happy to go out on 10
miles rides so we are making the most of it
while he is still enjoying it.
In May the two programmes we did some
filming for last year called Choosing the Right
Puppy for You were shown on BBC2. We
were disappointed to find that footage that
contained us and the PS-trained puppies appeared from a total of about 30 seconds! It
had taken us 6 days to film it all too. Never
mind, lesson learnt about film companies but
really disappointing for all those owners who
gave up their time.

At the end of May I found myself on a chilly,
windswept sunny beach in Devon judging the
doggy talent show with Chirag Patel at Paws
on the Beach, a dog show run by the charity
Dogs Helping Kids (of which I am Patron).
They can only run the show on a certain day
of the year when the low tide allows enough
sand to be available. The winner was a 5
year old girl and if you would like to see the
video, its here: https://youtu.be/gGT8qUIv3CQ
In August, my publishers,
Octopus, launched the
Puppy School app for
iPhones and iPads. It’s
free, unless you want to
see the videos, and is a
great way for our clients to keep a log of their
puppy’s training and behaviour development.
It is compatible with our training and classes
and so is a great little extra to offer to clients.
In October, I spoke to nearly 80 veterinary
nurses for an hour at the Pet Health Counsellor course run by Royal Canin, making sure
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the PS logo was on every slide and that they
all knew how brilliant our PS tutors are before
I finished. Hopefully they will all be happy to
recommend us once they have a local class
near to them. I also stressed the need to go
out and visit puppy classes before putting ads
up on their noticeboards if they can to avoid
advertising the bad ones where there are too
many puppies or punitive methods are used.
If you are running great classes, don’t be
afraid to invite your local veterinary staff to
come and see how good they really are.

My 2016 from
Rachel Butler,

Puppy School’s
Operations and Business
Development Manager
Wow, I can’t believe that it’s nearly three
years that I’ve been working for Puppy
School now. Time really has flown and I’ve
loved every minute of it (well, almost!). We
have had another really fantastic year, with
some big changes and developments taking
place, all of which have helped Puppy School
to grow bigger and better.
The year started for me with lots of work
behind the scenes helping Gwen to get
the Natures Menu sponsorship package up
and running, along with the arduous task
of getting everyone going with the new

Computerised Booking System. We know
and appreciate that change is always a
bit of a challenge, no less for us, and so
we are really grateful that so many of you
approached it with a positive attitude. I hope
everyone can see the benefits as clearly as
we can; for me, there are too many to list
but the one that stands out time after time
is being able to provide our clients with a
glossy, professional-looking training manual.
I really do feel that sets us apart from our
competitors.
My work to get us registered with the ABTC
continues and we are really hopeful that
we are coming to the end of this long, long
journey now. With help from the fabulous
Catherine Tomlinson, who has been able to
provide academic input, we are confident that
we are nearly there and I look forward to the
day that our names can join the register as
Animal Training Instructors, and we can be
recognised alongside the best in the business.
I have really enjoyed being involved with
running the courses at Cheltenham Animal
Shelter and have enjoyed the opportunity to
get to know some of the newer tutors. It is
always so amazing to watch the change in
the dogs over the space of just a few days.
On a personal level, it’s been another sad
year for me with the death of our beloved 15
week old Pointer puppy, Steve. It is times
like those that I feel blessed to be surrounded
by people who really understand the pain of
losing a pet, especially one so young. But we
were able to reduce some of the pain thanks
to the introduction to our family of Moss,
another Pointer puppy who is larger than life
in more ways than
one.
To deal with the grief
of losing Steve, my
husband and I took on
a personal challenge
to run the Great
South Run in October.
I was never really
a runner before, so
running 10 miles was
a big challenge and
stepping over the start
line, accompanied
by PS colleague,
Kim Hawley, along
with some favourite
clients of ours who
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have become great friends, was an emotional
experience. We all completed the run and
will be booking in again in 2017 if anyone
wants to join us! This has also led to us
starting up our own little canicross running
club, to be launched early in 2017. We have
really enjoyed running with our own dogs
and want to share this with our clients, many
of whom have asked for a long time about
how they get started. We undertook some
training with a company called Dogfit, and
are really keen to be starting our first course
in January. Kim will be leading the group and
I will be offering support and encouragement
from the back!
I am loving the challenge that comes with
owning two adolescent dogs and it certainly
keeps me on my toes. I have attended some
of the Helen Phillips gundog workshops with
Bramble, and a fabulous bunch of Puppy
School tutors who never fail to make it a fun
day out, whatever the weather.
Thanks to each and every one of you for
making my job so enjoyable. I wish you all a
really successful and prosperous 2017.
What a busy year 2016 has been as Puppy
School continues to grow.

My 2016 from
Gail Hutchman,
Puppy School’s
Administrator

What a busy year 2016 has been as Puppy
School continues to grow.
It was great to see the Central Booking
System finally up and running. From my own
point of view the transition seemed to go well
without too many problems and it is nice to
see the majority of tutors using the system.
The bi-weekly payment runs are certainly a
lot easier to manage than the chasing and
logging monthly returns and payments.
In August, after months of discussing it,
Gwen and myself finally tackled clearing
out the Puppy School store which was long
overdue. For those of you who don’t know
about this, the store is a shipping container
tucked away in the depths of the Cotswolds

so this was definitely a job that needed to
be done in the summer months. It is used
to store all our stock, stationery, filing and
equipment used for our courses plus one or
two bits belonging to Gwen including a sofa
which is used as a place to store more stuff
on rather than for a leisurely 5 minutes sit
down whilst checking stock! After several
hours and a few car loads of rubbish/
recycling it is now a lot easier store and find
things without the risk of being buried alive
by a mountain of boxes.
Once again, it has been great to meet and
feed (I do some PS catering too!) all the
potential new tutors and assistants at the
Tutors courses this year then issuing their
certificates once they have completed the
correspondence course. I’m looking forward
to meeting many more next year.
On a personal note, in the 2015 review I
mentioned that my dog Barney had just been
approved as a Pets as Therapy visitor dog. In
January this year we started visiting residents
at a local
residential
home which
has been
a very
rewarding
experience for
both us and
the residents.
I try to visit 2
or 3 times a
month, fitting
visits around
work and
school hours
and hope to
maintain this
going forward.
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Puppy School Plans
for 2017
by Gwen Bailey

Our long-term aims are to continue to
develop and grow Puppy School to both take
care of the excellent tutors we already have,
supporting them and developing new ways
to improve their experience with us, and also
to reach out to more new potential tutors to
grow our numbers further until we become
the go-to place for puppy training in the UK
and Ireland.

and behaviourists of the future.

Since much more of 2016 was taken up
with the development of the central booking
system that we had anticipated, 2016 goals
have still to be completed. We have made
progress on these during the year but hope
to have them up and running in 2017. Goals
for 2017 include:

•
To further develop the central booking
system to enable automatic bookings from
tutor’s websites as well as completing all the
system refinements we have already started.
In addition, to work with the developers
to enable automatic reporting systems for
Regional Managers and Head Office.

•
To encourage everyone to make
full use of our excellent Natures Menu
sponsorship and also to ensure that this
brilliant company are happy with what they
are getting from us so we can continue with
the collaboration in the future.

•
To run four PS Behaviour courses
(Parts 1,2,3,4), two 3-day PS Practical
courses, and one PS Puppy University course,
for existing tutors and assistants.

•
To develop the Regional Manager team
and look at providing regional events and
more regional tutor team networking.
•
To update the Puppy School website,
especially the Tutors Vacancies Pages.
•
To finally complete our long-promised
‘tutor log-in’ pages. These will be available
only to tutors via a password and will provide
a wealth of information for tutors on all
matters to do with Puppy School. This will
make it much easier to access essential files
for existing tutors, as well as providing all
necessary information for new tutors to set
up their classes.
•
To complete our application for
Practitioner Membership of the Animal
Behaviour and Training Council, both for
Puppy School and for its tutors. We have
been working on this for some time due
to their rigorous standards but we remain
convinced that it will definitely be worth all
the effort as this organization is shaping up
to become the governing body for trainers
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•
To look into accreditation of the PS
behaviour courses.
•
To work on a Puppy School video
channel and to produce videos to show
accurate training techniques and explanation
for each of the exercises in the PS syllabus.

•
To run 2-3 new PS Tutor Training
courses.
•
To run two courses by external speaker
(Chirag Patel weekend in May and Kim
Lyddon in September).
Looks like it will be another busy and
productive year ….!

